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Summary Report 1

SUMMARY
This paper was read before the Thirteenth Annual Industrial Engineering
Institute*(February 5-4, 196l), University of California, Berkeley and is expected to be published as part of the proceedings of the conference.

Topics

covered include a general discussion of the relation between (l) studies dealing with decision theory and shifting emphasis in engineering service, (2) the
general research program of a new center of operations research in the College
of Engineering at Berkeley, (5) the need for a sustained base of research in
the operations research to take advi-ntage of several successful research breakthroughs.

This was followed by a discussion of two particular research develop-

ments: (k) Integrated Planning-Execution Theory, and (5) Decentralized DecisionMaking, using a Decomposition Principle Approach.

As a result of the growth of industrial and government complexes, and the
wartime progress in information handling, computation, and analysis, the postwar period has been marked by advances in the use of the scientific method for
the planning and control of operational systems.

This effort has been charac-

terized by an increasing flow of information through operational and statistical reporting systems, and by the increasing use of planning tools (such as
balanced programs and budgets).

Although many of these techniques are not

especially sophisticated, they must be appreciated as part of a movement toward
simulation of large scale systems in order to better evaluate alternative decision possibilities and to effect better control of operations.
Oat of this effort is emerging a new science, concerned with the problems
of rapidly selecting optimal courses of action from many alternatives.

This

development, in conjunction with the mechanization of many simple, human, control tasks, foreshadows for the future the automation of many higher level,
mental processes.

In the not-too-distant future, machines will undertake many

complex control tasks.
The broad group of studies dealing with decision theory and its applications,
popularly referred to as "Operations Research," includes investigations which
have led to the development and generalization of new mathematical disciplines,
*
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such as linear programming, game theory, dynamic; programming, and extencions to
older disciplines, such as mathematical statistics.

The products of this re-

search have found successful application to decision problems of man-machine
systems Involving production, allocation, and distribution under stochastic,
deterministic, and competitive conditions.

This, in turn, has opened to con-

sideration a host of new questions, calling for an expanded research program
and additional trained personnel capable of doing research and of selecting and
applying the available techniques to appropriate subject matter fields.
In contrast, the central function of engineering In society is the creation
of predictable systems of facilities and processes for the performance of required tasks within specified time limits and budgets.

Some eseential aspects

of this creative process are (l) planning and design (involving conception,
analysis, and prediction of performance and cost); (2) direction and control of
fabrication, construction, and processing (as governed by time and cost constraints); and (3) in all these aspects, the exercise of skill and Judgment in
the synthesis of requirements and the compromise of conflicts.

While engineers,

as individuals, may at any one time perform many specialized functions over the
range of engineering effort, this philosophy of feasible design permeates and
gives drive and meaning both to engineering education and to practice in all the
separate specialties which comprise the spectrum of engineering activity.
Contrary to the focus of an earlier day upon design of Isolated elements
and processes, recent socio-^onomlc and technological developments have created
an urgent need for analysis of complete ayster.
complex systems of facilities and processes.

«nd for design of Increasingly
Thus, increasing emphasis is de-

volving upon research as an indispensable component of engineering science and
academic procedure.
In this connection, modifications of engineering education are already
taking place at the University of California,

Some of these changes are (l)

strengthening of the scientific base in engineering education and in curtailment of over-specialization In undergraduate curricula (together with Increased
emphasis on socio-humanlstic studies); (2) growing recognition et graduate
study as an all but indispensable preparation for engineering practice in its
most professional and creative aspects; (5) incorporation of high-level professional programs with design orientation, and programs emphasizing research as a
preparation for teaching and developmental work.

It is with these developments in mind that the Operations Research Center
of the Institute of Engineering Research vas net up last September at the University of California at Berkeley.

It^urpose is to en^e in rggggtlgt,

aethod^for^^nalysis, effective^esign^and control of man-mal^^L
The activities of the Center are designed to contribute to the evolution of
this field of Engineering Science.

B» Center will complement existing fonnal

academic courses by providing a much needed "laboratory-type environment" where
decision problems can be subjected to mathematical and experimental analysis
and vhere, moreover, students and faculty alike can obtain "field" experience.
The General Nature of the Research
In the years preceding World War II, mathematics had received powerful
stimulation from problems arising in the pure sciences (notably in physics and
chemistry). By contrast, the post-war years have seen the emergence of a mathematics rooted largely in the applied sciences.
Concurrently, far-reaching advances in center engineering have taken place
and, as a consequence, mathematics is no* playing a major role, not only in the
sciences themselves, but also in application to the coorplex management and design
problems of government and industry.

Thus, hand in hand with great advances in

the engineering arts have come mathematical procedures specifically designed to
exploit the potentialities of the enormous computational power these arts have
made available.
The problem of effective control of a system is closely related to the
question of what decisions to make in order to improve its over-all operation
If a decision is characterized as a choice of actions to be taken, then the
problem is one of picking (rather than creating) some course of action out of
the many existing alternatives in such a way as to maximize some objective
function which measures performance of the system as a whole.

Qnce a problem

is fonnulated as a mathematical model, a mathematical problem arises - that of
finding an analytic or numerical solution which satisfies the conditions of the
model and maximizes the objective function.
One important class of decision processes is program planning,

industrial

production, the directed flow of resources m an economy, the exertion of defense effort - all are complexes of interrelated activities which require
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in order to M. concrete the .Uecueslon of future dcvclopnent. In Operation»
Bedroh, and to elaborate farther upon the needa for sustained program of research, I have seiected tuo topics In the ^ory of Plaunln« and Controi that m.
be of special Interest to engineers.

The first of these is:

Integrated PlannloK-Brecution Theory
We believe that it is üsportant to develop theory and techniques for intesrating, in a precise .ay, the plannin« and execution functlona of lar6e scale
system.

At present, those ecnelons responsible for day-to-day control, as .ell

aa those engaged in long-range planning .ithin a syste., uaually have access to
a plethora of infection .hich, „ore or less, „irrora the real .orld.

Broadly

apaahing, this infonsation is coined .ith si.plifnng plana to fon. a base fl
developing operational decisions.

The resulting progr^a are generaliy used to

effect over-all policy .1th, hcever, no precise
tailed particular decisions.

mans

of translation into de-

Converaely, there is usually a corresponding lack

o< prec se aeans for re-evalunti„g a plan, in the light of ne. developnents.

m

spite of this, it gener^ly is believed that great economies can result fe. the
use of scientific planni^ „ethods, but the gap between the paper pinn and the
day-to-day actions .hich it puiports to control is so great that this has never
been substantiated.

It is hoped ttat the research contested for integrated

Plating-execution models may, in time, provide indust^ .ith s .ay to mahe
analytical planning both effective and practical.
The general approach .hich m have been considering at the Operations
Researc

Oenter .1U be to study s»e system (such as a supply, a .,—,.,lüL

or a„ air traffic system) .1th tte object of providi^ a "brain" to control

t

Uhe an organic brain, it .1U need a precise .ay to couple its activities to '
those of the syst^; moreover, this is to be done in such a .ay that long range
objectives and day-to-day decisions are coordinated.

This interconnection .m

he made at first, not .ith the real .orld (.hich c»ild hardl, afford us the
luxury of such an experiment), but .ith a detailed "descriptive model" of the
system's operation .hich previously „ill have been developed.
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The first ste£ to the approach Just sketched, consists in developing a
mathematical (or logical) description of the detailed operating characteristics
of typical systems encountered in applied fields.
Since a ccopletely detailed decision model for the system as a whole could
be too complicated, the second ste£ will be to develop a solvable mathematical
model for determining seme optimal policy for the aystem as a whole, based upon
simplified assumptions and suppression of detail.

For example, based on certain

simplifying assumptions with regard to the uncertainties in the flow patterns
through a communication or traffic system, a mathematical model might be developed which (when solved) would yield an optimal routing decision which could take
account of both long- and short-term considerations.
The third 8te£ will be the development of an interconnecting set of submodels which will yield precise procedures for translating broad planning decisions into effective action, and for reviewing decisions in the light of new
Information.

This integrated plÄnning-execution system will be tested on the

detailed "descriptive model."

The detailed description may take the fom of a

"Monte Carlo" simulation on an electronic computer or may Involve
machines in a "gaming laboratory."

both men and

However, because such detailed simulations

can be expensive and because their elaborate structure makes them inflexible,
great stress will be laid on developing a system of analytic submodels which'will
be used to express the action of mlcrooechanisms wherever possible.

Special

attention will be given to seeing how well the mathematical model controls the
descriptive model under extreme operating conditions or under conditions intentionally designed to violate one or more of the simplifying assumptions upon
which the model is based.
Two important advantages should result from this approach:

(1) it is ex-

pected that it will furnish the originators of the mathematical model with a
more or less realistic "field test" of their model and that it will stimulate
them into further work to patch up its weaknesses; (2) It also is expected that
the set of submodels, techniques, and procedures used to interconnect the mathematical model to the descriptive one will be ready for use as a fully integrated
planning-execution system in its real world counterpart.
The second topic in the Theory of Planning and Control Is:
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II.

Decentralized Decision-Making
Industrial planners have long speculated about the possibilities of Issuing

an Internal currency to managers of various parts of a system to make local decisions which are optimal for the system as a whole.

If these prices could

i

easily be determined, this scheme might be an excellent way of Integrating planning with execution.

The practical difficulty, however. In applying this

approach Is that the determination of these internal prices depends upon constructing the "production function" which, according to theory, relates all the
inputs of a system to its outputs.
Historically, however, economists have considered the actual construction
of such a function as something outside their domain.

Indeed, since this prob-

lem was more technological than economic, they deemed it a clear responsibility
of the engineer.

But the engineer possessed no method for translating his

knowledge of machines into such economic figments as production functions, so
there the matter has rested.

The underlying difficulty is that the productior:

function is really too complicated to be determined explicitly, although it can
now be obtained implicitly as the by-product of a mathematical programming model.
Nonetheless, special computational methods, recently developed for solving
certain large scale linear-progranming models, called the decomposition principle
can be viewed as an efficient decentralized decieion-making process which derives
its own set of internal values called "objective prices" (because the prices reflect the objectives of the system).

These can be used to guide parts of the

system to make a sequence of planning proposals that converge toward an optimal
solution for the system as a whole.

This approach might well be developed into

a workable method for organizations by trials on suitable "guinea pig" problems.

Conclusion
The central theme of my paper has been Future Developments of Operations
Research.

I first reviewed the rapid progress in methods for handling, compu-

tation and analysis of Information for operational systems.

We have seen that

out of this effort is emerging a new science, concerned with the problems of
rapidly selecting optimal courses of action from many alternatives.

This de-

velopment, in conjunction with the mechanization of simple, human, control
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tasks, foreshadows the automation of many higher level, mental processes.

In

the not-too-distant future, machines will undertake many complex control tasks.
We next discussed the role of engineering in society.

We have seen that

contrary to the focus of an earlier day when engineering concentrated upon the
design of isolated elements and processes, recent socio-econoiaic and technological developments have created an urgent need for analysis of complete systems
and for the design of increasingly complex systems of facilities and processes.
We next saw that in the years preceding World War II, mathematics had received powerful stimulation from problems arising in pure sciences.

By contrast

the post-war years have seen the emergence of a mathematics rooted in the applied
sciences concerned with developing mathematical procedures epecifically designed
to exploit the potentialities of the enormous computational power of modern day
electronics.

This trend will continue.

We then turned to two topics in the Theory of Planning and Execution.
first discussed the great gap that exists between planning and execution.

We
We

pointed out our belief that great economies can result from the development of
integrated planning-execution models and our anticipation that they will in
time provide industry with a way to make planning both effective and practical.
We sketched an approach to this type of model.
Finally, we outlined an approach to decentralized decision imking that
could iteratively tend toward an optimal program for the system as a whole.

It

has the merit that the planning staff does not require detailed operating knowledge of each part and each part has a set of ob.lective-prices to guide its dayto-day decisions.

Thus we have at hand at last a theoretical foundation for a

rigorous, well understood, decentralized decision-making cycle capable of
development into a practical procedure in government and industry.
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